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Abstract. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are prone to failures. To
be robust to failures, the network topology should provide alternative
routes to the sinks so when failures occur the routing protocol can still
offer reliable delivery. We define l-CRC, a new centrality index which
measures a node’s importance to connectivity and efficient delivery in
the network. We then use this centrality index to concentrate on the
most important nodes, providing alternative paths around the nodes with
high centrality. Varying l-CRC allows us to trade off cost for robustness.
We introduce GRASP-ABP, a local search algorithm for initial robust
topology design. We evaluate the algorithm empirically in terms of the
number of additional nodes it suggests and its runtime. We then evaluate
the robustness of the designs against node failures in simulation, and we
demonstrate that the centrality-based GRASP-ABP’s designs are able
to offer reliable delivery, comparable to competitor algorithms, but with
fewer additional relays and faster runtime.
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1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are prone to failures. For dealing with failures,
reliable routing protocols have been proposed, but to be effective they depend
on a physical network topology that ensures alternative routes to the sink are
available. This requires sensor network deployment to be planned with an ob-
jective of ensuring some measure of robustness in the topology. To ensure that
sensor nodes have backup paths, it may be necessary to add some backup nodes
as relays, which do not sense, but only forward data from other nodes. Installing
additional relays comes at a cost, thus motivating solutions that minimise the
number of additional relays.

The standard approach to robustness is to provide k-connectivity [1–3] –
that is, to ensure that the network will remain connected after the failure of any
k−1 nodes. However, achieving k-connectivity requires an excessive number of
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relays, and so some researchers proposed partial k-connectivity [4, 5]. Another
approach is to consider the relative importance of each node for delivering data
to the sink from other nodes. If the failure of a node would disconnect many
other nodes, or cause traffic from many other nodes to be delivered late, then
the node is important, and we should ensure alternative paths around that node.
The importance of a node in network analysis is called its centrality [6, 7], and we
introduce definitions of centrality which measure a node’s impact on connectivity
and path length for the rest of the network. We use this centrality measure as
a priority order for providing alternative paths. If we have limited resources, we
address only nodes with high centrality, with the intention of being robust to
the most significant failures; in cases where we have more resources, we address
nodes with lower centrality, and provide robustness against more failures.

Specifically, we define Length-constrained Connectivity and Rerouting Cen-
trality (l-CRC) for WSNs with sinks. This centrality index is pair of values. The
first value measures the importance with respect to network connectivity under
path length constraints, while the second value measures the additional length
of shortest paths that would be required after a node fails. We introduce the
single-tiered constrained fault-tolerant backup node placement problem (ABP),
in which we must find alternative length-constrained paths for nodes in WSNs
with sinks, where there is a limited set of possible positions for relays. We use
the centrality index to determine the most critical nodes, and to assess the qual-
ity of positions for the relays. We introduce a local search algorithm based on
GRASP [8], which we call GRASP-ABP, which searches for the smallest number
of additional relays which ensure all sensor nodes have centrality measures below
the threshold. We run GRASP-ABP as a centralised offline algorithm during the
initial topology design stage.

We compare GRASP-ABP against the closest approaches form the literature,
and we demonstrate empirically that it produces networks with fewer additional
relays, and scales effectively, requiring shorter runtime than the competitors. As
we raise the threshold, both the runtime and the number of nodes drop signif-
icantly. We then evaluate the resulting topologies for robustness, by simulating
network operation while sensor nodes are failing. We show that after only a
small number of failures, the new topologies are significantly more robust than
the original topologies without relays, still providing connectivity to up to 25%
more sensor nodes. Thus the use of l-CRC index with GRASP-ABP makes it
possible to trade off the cost of a network against its robustness, and to compute
the solution in reasonable time.

2 Background and Related Work

A WSN can be modeled as a graph G=(V,E), where V is a set of nodes and E is
a set of edges. Each edge connects two nodes that are within transmission range
of each other3, and the two nodes are said to be adjacent. For v∈V , we define
3 For simplicity we assume bi-directional links, but this could be easily relaxed by

specifying a more complex connectivity graph.
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neighbourhood N(v) to be the set of all nodes that are adjacent to v. A path of
length t between two nodes v and w is a sequence of nodes v=v0, v1, . . . , vt=w,
such that vi and vi+1 are adjacent for each i. Two nodes are connected if there is
a path between them. A graph is connected if every pair of nodes is connected.
The WSN topology is an undirected graph and for simplicity, we assume that
the graph is connected. For u,w∈V , d(u,w) denotes the shortest path distance
between u and w. By convention, d(u,w) =∞ if w is unreachable from u and
d(u, u) = 0. We denote dv(u,w) to represent the distance of the shortest path
from u to w which does not visit v. In a WSN with a data sink, the routing paths
from all sensor nodes to the sink form a rooted tree, where the sink is the root of
the tree. Any node w on a path from a node v to the root is an ancestor of v. If
w is an ancestor of v, then v is a descendant of w. In a tree, v is the parent of w
and w is the child of v if an edge (v, w) exists with d(v, Sink)<d(w, Sink). For
WSNs with multiple sinks, a well-known approach is by adding a supersink as
an imaginary node that has connection to the original sinks [5]. By doing this,
we reduce the problem of multiple sinks to the problem of single sink.

Centrality indices is a core concept in social network analysis, used to de-
termine the importance of a node in a network. Originally, it is measured by
counting the number of the shortest paths passing through a certain node. In
its development, there are several centrality indices that are mostly used, such
as degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality [6] and its vari-
ations [7]. Degree centrality of a node v is measured by the number of nodes
adjacent to v. Closeness centrality of a node v is an inverse sum of distances
from v to all other nodes in the graph. Betweenness centrality gives the proba-
bility that node v falls on a randomly selected shortest path between a source
and a destination. In vehicular networks, the concept of centrality is used for
access-points deployment [9] and discovering link criticality [10]. In WSN, it is
used for routing [11] and load balancing [12].

The use of centrality to analyse network robustness has been proposed in the
literature. Shavitt and Singer [13] present two new centrality measures based on
the existence of backup path if a node fails, namely Quality of Backup (QoB)
and Alternative Path Centrality (APC). The idea behind these is the failures
of nodes with perfect backups do not affect connectivity nor increase the path
length in the network. QoB is a measure of path rerouting from a node’s direct
parents to its direct children. QoB of a node v is

ρ(v)=

∑
u∈πv

∑
w∈Cv

1
max{dv(u,w)−1,1}

|πv|·|Cv|
(1)

where πv is a set of v’s direct parents and Cv is a set of v’s direct children.
ρ(v)=1 if v has perfect backups and ρ(v)=0 if v has no backup.

APC is the difference between nodes’ topological centrality before and after
a node fails. The topological centrality of a node u∈V , denoted χ(u), depends
on the number of nodes connected to u and their distances from u,

χ(u)=
∑

w∈V\{u}

1
d(u,w)

(2)
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Therefore, 0≤χ(u)≤|V |−1;∀u∈V . The APC value of a node v is

ϕ(v)=
∑

u∈V\{v}

χ(u)−
∑

u∈V\{v}

χv(u) (3)

where χv denotes the centrality values calculated using alternative paths which
bypass v. Although QoB and APC indices include connectivity information of
a network, both of them cannot be used to identify which node failures cause
the network to be disconnected. Moreover, they do not consider length-bound,
which is an important aspect for data latency requirements.

The problem of deploying relay nodes for increased reliability has long been
acknowledged as a significant problem [1, 14, 2, 15]. Partial k-connectivity repair
algorithm (K-CONN-REPAIR) [14] is a complete relay placement algorithm
for ensuring k-connectivity for each pair of sensor nodes. The original version
of K-CONN-REPAIR [1] can deploy relays anywhere. The modification of K-
CONN-REPAIR, as suggested in [16] for constrained deployment, can only place
relays at a subset of candidate locations. GRASP-ARP [16] is a GRASP-based
local search method to deploy relay nodes for ensuring (k,l)-sink-connectivity,
where all sensor nodes have k node-disjoint paths of length ≤ l to the sinks.

GRASP [8] is a metaheuristic intended to capture the good features of pure
greedy algorithms and of random construction procedures. It is an iterative pro-
cess, which consists of two phases: a construction phase and a local search phase.
The construction phase builds a feasible solution as a good starting solution for
the local search phase. The probabilistic component of a GRASP is characterised
by randomly choosing one of the best possible initial solution. Since the solution
produced by the construction phase is not necessarily the local optimum, the
local search phase works iteratively to replace the current solution by a better
one from its neighbourhood.

3 Length-constrained Connectivity and Rerouting
Centrality (l-CRC)

Given the importance of connectivity and latency requirements in designing a re-
liable WSN topology, we define a new variation of alternative path centrality for
WSNs with sinks, i.e. Length-constrained Connectivity and Rerouting Central-
ity (l-CRC). The centrality variant measures the importance of a node v based
on the impact of removing v, which affects the connectivity of the network and
the path length of other nodes whose shortest paths to the sinks originally pass
v. l-CRC is a 2-tuple index, which consists of a pair of centrality values: Length-
constrained Connectivity Centrality (l-CC) and Length-constrained Rerouting
Centrality (l-RC). The former is concerned with network connectivity, while the
latter is with the additional length of the shortest paths. Formally, we define
l-CRC of a node v as

l-CRC(v)= < l-CC(v), l-RC(v)> (4)
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3.1 Length-constrained Connectivity Centrality (l-CC)

Length-constrained connectivity centrality of a node v is the number of v’s de-
scendants that would be pushed over the path length limit lmax when v is re-
moved from the network. We define l -CC(v), length-constrained connectivity
centrality of a node v as

l-CC(v)= |{w∈D(v); d(w, Sink)≤ lmax, dv(w, Sink)>lmax}| (5)

where D(v) is the set of v’s descendants in the routing tree.
To compare the relative l-CC of nodes from different graphs, it is desirable

to have a measure that is independent of network size. A node v can at most
disconnect n−1 other nodes in a graph, excluding itself. Therefore, the relative
l-CC of any node v in a graph may be expressed as a ratio

l-CC ′(v)=
|{w∈D(v); d(w, Sink)≤ lmax, dv(w, Sink)>lmax}|

n−1
(6)

The relative centrality score has been normalised to take value in the interval [0,
1] because it is divided by the maximum possible score in networks of equal size
(number of nodes). A value close to one would mean that the node is important
to network’s connectivity and path lengths of other nodes. Likewise, a value close
to zero would mean that it is not important.

3.2 Length-constrained Rerouting Centrality (l-RC)

Length-constrained rerouting centrality of a node v is the total percentage of
extra lengths, which are over the path length limit lmax, from v’s descendants to
the sinks upon removal of v. Note that we only take v’s descendants that are still
connected to the routing tree after v is removed, because the sum of distances
is only meaningful for a connected graph. We define l-RC(v), length-constrained
rerouting centrality of a node v as

l-RC(v)=
∑

w∈D(v)

(
max{dv(w, Sink), lmax}
max{d(w, Sink), lmax}

−1
)

; dv(w, Sink) 6=∞ (7)

Given a node v, the shortest length of a path a node w has to the sink
passing through v is two and the longest length of a path bypassing v is n−1. By
assumption that 2≤ lmax≤n−1, the maximum of l-RC(v) is |D(v)|×

(
n−1
lmax
−1
)

.
Then, the relative l-RC of a node v is defined as

l-RC ′(v)=
lmax

|D(v)|×(n−1−lmax)

∑
w∈D(v)

(
max{dv(w, Sink), lmax}
max{d(w, Sink), lmax}

−1
)

;

dv(w, Sink) 6=∞
(8)

Values of l-RC ′(v) may be compared between graphs.
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3.3 Ranking

One of the characteristics of centrality measures is their ability to rank nodes
in a network according to some topological features. We rank nodes based on
l-CRC to identify the top-rank critical nodes that need backups. Because l-CRC
is a 2-tuple index, we have two choices to rank the centrality scores, i.e. based
on l-CC scores or l-RC scores. We called the first choice the primary order and
the second choice the secondary order. Based on the design objectives, one may
choose l-CC as the primary order and l-RC as the secondary order, or vice versa.
Although the primary order is more important than the secondary order, at a
certain point below a specific value of the primary order, the secondary order
may become more important. Therefore, we define two threshold values for the
primary and secondary orders, namely the primary threshold and the secondary
threshold. The ranking process works as follows:

1. The rank is based on the primary order from the highest primary order’s
value down to the primary threshold. If two or more primary order’s values
are the same, the rank is chosen based on the secondary order’s value.

2. After the primary threshold, the rank is based on the secondary order from
the highest one left down to the secondary threshold. If two or more sec-
ondary order’s values are the same, the rank is chosen based on the primary
order’s value.

3. After the secondary threshold, the rank is chosen arbitrarily, where the high-
est one left from either the primary or the secondary order comes first.

The Connectivity Centrality Threshold (CT) is the tolerable percentage of
a network that will be effectively disconnected after the failure of one node. By
analogy, the Rerouting Centrality Threshold (RT) specifies a tolerance on the
extra length of the shortest paths. If both thresholds are 0%, we are trying to
achieve 2-connectivity for nodes which are two or more hops away from the sinks.

3.4 An Example

Figure 1(a) is an example of a small network which consists of 12 sensor nodes
and one sink with lmax = 5. Note that in this topology, d(l, Sink)> lmax. The
solid lines are the original routing paths to the sink while the dashed lines show
the communication links. In this example, node b has the most descendants
and node d has the most neighbours. If we use the definition of betweenness
centrality with a sink and degree centrality, the most central nodes are nodes
b and d, respectively. However, l-CRC ′ for both nodes are < 0, 0 >. In terms
of the availability of alternative paths, b and d are not important because their
descendants have length-bounded alternative paths, which are not longer than
lmax. Nodes e, h and g have l-CRC ′ equal to <0.1818, 0.25>, <0.0909, 0.1667>
and < 0.0909, 0.0556 >, respectively, since at least one of their descendants’
alternative paths are longer than lmax. Node k, on the other hand, has l-CRC ′

equal to <0, 0>, because even if node l is disconnected upon its removal, node
l’s original path is already longer than lmax. The alternative paths when node
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Fig. 1. l-CRC example. (a) is the original paths to the sink, (b) is the alternative paths
if node e dies and (c) shows l-CRC ′ scores for the network in (a) with lmax =5

e fails are depicted in Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(c) shows l-CRC ′ scores for all nodes
in Fig. 1(a). l-CRC ′ scores are ranked using l-CC ′ as the primary order. The
thresholds for connectivity centrality and rerouting centrality are both zero.

4 Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure for
Additional Backup Node Placement (GRASP-ABP)

We consider WSNs where the nodes are partitioned into sinks, sensor nodes and
backup nodes (relays), and so in the graph representation V = S∪T ∪B. We
define the additional backup placement problem: given a graph G=(S∪T∪A,E),
where A is a set of candidate positions for backup nodes, find a minimal subset
B⊆A so that when a sensor node v∈T in a graph H=(S∪T∪B,E↓S∪T∪B) dies,
each of its descendants has an alternative path to a sink s∈S of length ≤ lmax.

For our algorithm, we introduce some secondary definitions. X⊆T is the set
of critical nodes. Critical nodes are identified as nodes whose l-CRC scores above
either the primary or the secondary threshold. Y ⊆ T is the set of non-critical
nodes. Therefore, T =X∪Y .

We use the GRASP technique [8] to deploy additional backup nodes for
ensuring the existence of alternative paths in a routing tree.

4.1 Construction Phase

The first step in any GRASP algorithm is to construct an initial solution. The
initial solution in GRASP-ABP is B, an initial set of backup nodes. Each backup
node in B is identified by finding the shortest path from each descendant of each
critical node to a sink in G bypassing each critical node. For each backup node
found in the shortest path, we put it in B. The randomisation of the initial
solution is obtained by randomly selecting the shortest paths’ parents if there
are hop count ties. Then, a graph H=(S∪T∪B,E↓S∪T∪B) is generated.
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4.2 Node-based Local Search

The next stage in a GRASP algorithm is to explore the neighbourhood of the
initial solution, looking for lower cost solutions. Let B be the set of backup nodes
(relays) in the current graph H. We explore the neighbourhood of the current
solution by adding a new relay r ∈ {A\B} into B that can eliminate as many
existing relays from B as possible.

GRASP-ABP (G, S, A, X, Y, D(X), CT, RT, max iterations)
1 best value←∞;
2 for i←1 to max iterations do

/* Construction phase */3 B←∅;
4 for all v∈X do
5 for all w∈D(v) do
6 Find the shortest path from w to s∈S bypasses v;
7 B←B∪{r} for each r∈A found in the shortest path;
8 end for;
9 end for;

10 H = (S∪X∪Y ∪B, E↓S∪X∪Y∪B);
11 Calculate l-CCmax(H) and l-RCmax(H);

/* Local search phase */12 do
13 solution updated← false;
14 best set←B; best number←|B|;
15 for all r∈{A\B} do
16 L←∅;
17 for all t∈B do
18 L←L∪{t};
19 Calculate l-CCmax(H+r−L) and l-RCmax(H+r−L);
20 if (l-CCmax(H+r−L) > l-CCmax(H) or l-RCmax(H+r−L) > l-RCmax(H))

and (l-CCmax(H+r−L) > CT or l-RCmax(H+r−L) > RT ) then
21 L←L\{t};
22 end if ;
23 end for;
24 if |B|−|L|+1<best number then
25 best set←(B∪{r})\L; best number←|B|−|L|+1;
26 end if ;
27 end for;
28 if best number< |B| then
29 B←best set; H = (S∪X∪Y ∪B, E↓S∪X∪Y∪B);
30 solution updated← true;
31 end if ;
32 while solution updated ;

/* Best solution update */33 if |B|<best value then

34 B∗←B; best value←|B|;
35 end if ;

36 end for;

37 return B∗;

Algorithm 1: GRASP-ABP
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4.3 Algorithm Description

The pseudocode for GRASP-ABP is given in Algorithm 1. It takes as input the
original graph G=(S∪T∪A,E), the set S of sinks, the set A of candidate backups,
the set X of critical nodes, the set Y of non-critical nodes, the descendants of
the critical nodes D(X), the connectivity centrality threshold CT , the rerouting
centrality threshold RT , and the number of iterations (max iterations). The pro-
cedure is repeated max iterations times. In each iteration, a greedy randomised
solution to find an initial set of backup nodes B is executed from line 3 to 9. The
current graph H=(S∪T∪B,E↓S∪T∪B) is generated in line 10. The l-CRC scores for
the critical nodes are then recalculated in line 11 using H to obtain the highest
values of l-CC and l-RC, denoted l-CCmax(H) and l-RCmax(H), respectively.

The local search starts with the initialisation of the best set and the best
number of backups in line 14. The loop from line 15 to 27 searches for the
best move, i.e. finding a new relay r ∈ {A \B} that can eliminate as many
existing relays from B as possible. The loop from line 17 to 23 tries to find
the maximum set L ⊆ B of existing relays that are safe to be removed after
the insertion of r. To check if the relays in L are safe to be removed, firstly
we calculate the new highest values of l-CC and l-RC using H+r−L in line 19,
namely l-CCmax(H+r−L) and l-RCmax(H+r−L). Then, in line 20, we check if the
new scores improve the previous ones or stay below the thresholds. If the new
solution improves the number of backups used in the current best solution, the
best set and the best number of backup nodes are updated in line 25. When
all moves have been evaluated, we check in line 28 if an improving solution has
been found. If the moves produce a better solution, the set of backup nodes B
is updated in line 29, which we also need to regenerate the graph H. Then, the
local search continues.

If at the end of the local search we found a better solution compared to the
best solution found so far, we update in line 34 the set of backup nodes and the
least number of backups used. The best set B* of backup nodes is returned in
line 37.

5 Simulation and Results

Our experiments are divided into two stages: evaluation of network planning
and evaluation of network operations. In the evaluation of network planning, we
evaluate the performance of algorithms that are used in planning a network, in
terms of the number of additional relay nodes and the runtime. In the evaluation
of network operations, we compare the performance of the designed topologies
under network operations, in terms of delivery ratio, end-to-end packet latency
and completeness of the packets received at the sinks.

5.1 Evaluation of Network Planning

We want to show the effectiveness and the efficiency of GRASP-ABP, which
uses l-CRC, compared to some existing closely related algorithms. We use the
following metrics to measure the performance of the algorithms:
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– Number of additional relay nodes (cost) measures the total number of
backup nodes that are required to be deployed in the network.

– Runtime is the total time needed for an algorithm to finish its execution.

Our simulation results are based on the mean value of 20 randomly generated
network deployments, enough to achieve a 95% confidence in the standard error
interval. The network consists of up to 100 nodes deployed within randomly
perturbed grids, where a node is placed in a unit grid of 8m × 8m and the
coordinates are perturbed. In order to get sparse networks (average degree 2–3),
we generate more grid points than the number of nodes. For example, we use 6 ×
6, 8 × 8 and 11 × 11 grids to randomly deploy 25, 49 and 100 nodes, respectively.
Candidate relays are also distributed in a grid area, where a candidate occupies
a unit grid of 6m × 6m. Both sensor and relay nodes use the same transmission
range, i.e. 10 metres.

All algorithms are written in C++ and tests are carried out in 2.40 GHz
Intel Core2 Duo CPU with 4 GB of RAM. We compare GRASP-ABP against
GRASP-ARP [16] and K-CONN-REPAIR [14]. We take the modified version of
K-CONN-REPAIR from [16] for constrained deployment locations, where relay
nodes can only be placed in specific candidate locations. In the simulation, we
compare the performance of GRASP-ABP against GRASP-ARP and K-CONN-
REPAIR in terms of the number of additional relay nodes and the runtime.

In the simulation, we use 25-node, 49-node and 100-node topologies with 49,
100 and 196 candidate relays, respectively. The maximum path length (lmax) is
set to 10 for 25-node, 15 for 49-node and 20 for 100-node networks. The maximum
number of iteration of GRASP is 10. We use connectivity as our primary order
in centrality score ranking and rerouting as secondary. The thresholds for both
connectivity (CT) and rerouting (RT) are 0% and 2%. If CT and RT are 0%, we
are trying to achieve 2-connectivity for nodes which are two or more hops away
from the sink. Therefore, we only simulate 2-connectivity for GRASP-ARP and
K-CONN-REPAIR. If CT and RT are greater than 0%, we trade off the number
of relay nodes (cost) and runtime against the quality of designed networks.

Multiple Sources – Single Sink Problem. In this simulation, we choose the
sink at the top-left corner of the network, while all sensor nodes are the source
nodes. Our simulation uses 25-node and 49-node topologies. We simulate two
versions of GRASP-ARP [16], i.e. the basic version and the dynamic program-
ming implementation (DP). Figure 2 shows the number of additional relay nodes
needed. GRASP-ABP finds the least number of additional relay nodes compared
to K-CONN-REPAIR and GRASP-ARP. The algorithms’ runtime for the mul-
tiple sources – single sink problem is shown in Table 1, where GRASP-ABP’s
runtime is only half of K-CONN-REPAIR’s and less than a third of GRASP-
ARP’s with dynamic programming for 49-node networks.

Multiple Sources – Multiple Sinks Problem. We have four sinks deployed
at the top-left, top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right of the network. In the
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multiple sinks problem, there are two cases where the paths terminate at: differ-
ent sinks and any sinks. The different sinks problem is where original and backup
paths must terminate at different sinks. The any sinks problem is the case where
the paths may terminate at any sinks. Since GRASP-ABP was designed for any
sinks, we simulate GRASP-ARP for any sinks as well. Figure 3 and Table 1 show
our simulation results, where GRASP-ABP outperforms GRASP-ARP and K-
CONN-REPAIR in both the number of additional relay nodes needed and the
runtime. GRASP-ABP requires almost 20% fewer relays and runs more than
six times faster than GRASP-ARP with dynamic programming for the case
of 100-node networks. GRASP-ABP deploys less relays than GRASP-ARP as
it does not need to provide alternative paths for sensor nodes which are con-
nected directly to the sinks and have no descendants. By using 2% threshold,
GRASP-ABP can even provide cheaper and faster answers to the same prob-
lem. K-CONN-REPAIR has the worst performance as it must run an expensive
connectivity checking algorithm in each iteration to provide k-connectivity for
an entire network. Note that we do not provide 100-node networks’ results for
K-CONN-REPAIR as it is too costly to be implemented in a larger network as
it needs to check the connectivity between every pair of nodes.

Fig. 2. Number of additional relay nodes
needed for multiple sources – single sink

Fig. 3. Number of additional relay nodes
needed for multiple sources – multiple sinks

Table 1. Algorithms’ runtime

Algorithms
Runtime (sec)

Single sink Multiple sinks
25-node 49-node 25-node 49-node 100-node

K-CONN-REPAIR 6.2891 254.7343 6.2891 254.7343 10,003.8000
GRASP-ARP-DP 24.3469 421.2820 1.7844 37.7884 515.8429
GRASP-ARP 39.4860 619.3118 2.5180 55.3843 735.7915
GRASP-ABP (CT=0%, RT=0%) 5.9163 132.0446 1.0540 7.7484 85.4845
GRASP-ABP (CT=2%, RT=2%) 5.9095 134.5218 1.0509 6.6265 37.2608
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5.2 Evaluation of Network Operations

Since the topology design algorithms produce different solutions, we need to sim-
ulate a network protocol in the presence of node failures to show the robustness
of the designs. GRASP-ABP with threshold greater than 0%, for example, gen-
erates topologies with fewer relay nodes and does not guarantee 2-connectivity.
By simulating network operation, we want to show the trade off between the
efficiency of the network design and the robustness of the network operation.
We take the topology designs generated in the previous stage and deploy sensor
nodes, relay nodes and sinks according to the deployment plans. Then, we evalu-
ate the network operations for each topology. In this simulation, we want to show
that the topologies generated by GRASP-ABP has comparable performance to
the topologies which have more relay nodes. We use the following metrics for
the evaluation of network operations:

– Packet delivery ratio is the total number of packets received at the sinks
divided by the total number of packets generated by the source nodes.

– Average per packet latency measures the total time needed for packets
to reach the sinks since they are sent by the source nodes, averaged over the
total number of packet received at the sinks.

– Completeness of packets received is the percentage of the number of
source nodes whose packets are received at the sinks over the number of
operating source nodes.

The topologies are evaluated in the network simulator ns-2 [17]. Ns-2 is a
standard network simulator widely used for WSN simulations. We compare the
topologies generated by GRASP-ABP and GRASP-ARP with the dynamic pro-
gramming implementation for any sinks. We choose GRASP-ARP to be com-
pared to GRASP-ABP because the numbers of additional relay nodes suggested
by these two algorithms are comparable. We use Shortest path Tree Routing
(STR) as the routing protocol. STR is the routing protocol from Collection Tree
Protocol [18] with neighbour discovery ability after a node’s parent in the rout-
ing tree dies. STR forwards packets using the shortest route toward the sinks.
The routing decisions are made locally, where a node selects a parent from its
one-hop neighbours that has the smallest hop count to the sinks.

Our parameters used in Ns-2 simulation are based on Tmote sky hard-
ware [19] as shown in Table 2. Tmote Sky’s transmission ranges and power
were reported by Guo et al. in [20]. We used the Lagrange Interpolating Poly-
nomial [21] based on the known six points to find transmission power for the
transmission range used in our simulation, i.e. 10 metres.

In each experiment, we simulate a data gathering for 220 seconds, where
all sensor nodes generate packets with fixed intervals. They also forward other
nodes’ packets toward the sinks. Relay nodes do not generate packets, but only
forward them. We assume that the relay nodes are more robust than the sensor
nodes, so they will not die during the simulation period. During the simulation,
we increase the number of dead nodes every 20 seconds, start from the 20th

second. Instead of selecting dead nodes randomly, the probability of node death
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Table 2. Simulation Parameters in Ns-2

Simulation parameters Default value
Hardware Tmote sky

Channel bandwidth 250 Kbps
Transmit power 36.23 mW
Receive/idle listening power 59.1 mW

Radio propagation model Two-ray ground
CSThresh 3.65262e-10
RXThresh 3.65262e-10
Pt 5.35395e-05

Interpacket arrival 10 seconds
MAC protocol 802.11

in our simulation is proportional to the work done. The results presented are
based on the average of 20 topologies that are simulated three times each.

Fig. 4. Delivery ratio for multiple sources –
single sink in 49-node networks

Fig. 5. Latency for multiple sources – single
sink in 49-node networks

Multiple Sources – Single Sink Problem. In this simulation, we use 49-node
networks (average degree 2.8) where the sink is located at the top-left of the net-
work and all sensor nodes are the source nodes. We increase the number of dead
nodes gradually by killing one sensor node in each time step (every 20 seconds).
Figure 4 shows the delivery ratio improvement for networks with relay nodes over
the original networks. Since the number of additional relays for GRASP-ABP
topologies with 0% and 2% thresholds are the same, the graph shows comparable
delivery ratio for the two types of GRASP-ABP topologies. As depicted in Fig. 5,
the average per packet latency for GRASP-ABP and GRASP-ARP topologies
follow similar trends. The latency drop in original topologies corresponds to the
low delivery ratio, because only nodes closer to the sink can deliver their packets
when the networks become disconnected. GRASP-ABP topologies also achieve
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Fig. 6. Completeness for multiple sources –
single sink in 49-node networks

Fig. 7. Delivery ratio for multiple sources –
multiple sinks in 100-node networks

20% improvement in connectivity over the original topologies after five nodes
die and almost 10% over GRASP-ARP as shown in Fig. 6.

Multiple Sources – Multiple Sinks Problem. We use 100-node networks
(average degree 3.1) and fix the location of the four sinks at the top-left, top-
right, bottom-left and bottom-right of the network. We increase the number of
dead nodes by killing five sensor nodes every 20 seconds. Figure 7 presents the
delivery ratio for 100-node networks with four sinks. While the networks with
relays outperform the original networks, GRASP-ARP topologies achieve higher
delivery ratio than GRASP-ABP with 0% threshold because GRASP-ARP de-
ploys more relay nodes than GRASP-ABP. As we assume that relay nodes will
not die during the simulation, GRASP-ARP topologies take advantage of the
existence of more relay nodes to connect the networks. The latency depicted in
Fig. 8 corresponds to the delivery ratio, where the original topologies have the
lowest latency as the sinks can only collect packets from nearby nodes when then
networks become disconnected. On the other hand, in GRASP-ARP topologies,
sinks are more likely to receive packets from distant nodes because GRASP-
ARP deploys more relays, and thus influence the average per packet latency.
The completeness in Fig. 9 shows similar trends with the delivery ratio. Even if
GRASP-ABP topologies are outperformed by GRASP-ARP topologies that have
more relays, we still get more than 10% connectivity improvement compared to
the original topologies.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

To be robust to failures, network topologies should provide alternative routes to
the sinks so when failures occur the routing protocol can still offer reliable deliv-
ery. Our contribution is a solution that can achieve such reliability in a more effi-
cient manner than other published approaches. We ensure that each sensor node
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Fig. 8. Latency for multiple sources – mul-
tiple sinks in 100-node networks

Fig. 9. Completeness for multiple sources –
multiple sinks in 100-node networks

in the initial design has an alternative path to the sinks by deploying a small
number of additional backup nodes (relays). To solve this problem, we define
l-CRC, a new centrality measure that determine a node’s importance to connec-
tivity and efficient delivery in the network. We use l-CRC scores to identify the
most important nodes and to provide alternative paths around those nodes. We
also introduce GRASP-ABP, a local search algorithm to be run during the initial
topology design to minimise the number of relays that need to be deployed. We
evaluate the algorithm in terms of the number of additional relays it deploys and
its runtime. We also evaluate the robustness of the designs against node failures
in simulation, where we demonstrate that the centrality-based GRASP-ABP’s
topologies can provide robust delivery with fewer additional relays than the most
closely related published algorithms. In addition, raising the centrality threshold
trades off the cost of a network against its robustness, and thus decreases the
runtime. We are currently investigating the use of power-adaptive protocols in
our designed topologies. Our future work will include additional sensor deploy-
ment, as well as finding locations to deploy sinks in a hop-constrained network
that can optimise the network resiliency. We will also consider the networks
capacity requirement in the algorithm design.
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